
 
                  From November 2001, Rally Trophy let us put mechanical beasts of the 60's  
          and 70's to the test in a very impressive rally simulation game for PC.  This was the  
    first ’retro’ rally game ever and a credit to developers Bugbear and their publisher Jowood.  
It's a true car enthusiast's game, with eleven classics such as the Mini Cooper, Ford Escort and 
Cortina faithfully and intricately re-created.  Succeeding required a massive amount of skill 
and patience.  As you zoom towards your first corner in the game, you soon realised just how 
tricky these old timers were to manage on the road.  45 crafty tracks, 5 countries, 11 cars, 
weather conditions, decent graphics (dust and lens flares to compete with the best) and de-
cent audio makes a refreshing game. 
 
Like GPL, Rally Trophy had outstanding car physics underpinning the game.  It     wasn’t long 
before the mod community had a bash at new skins for the cars.  At Christmas 2002, Jowood 
released some software (plugin’s for 3ds Max) which allowed the mod community to set to 
work proper.  Within a few weeks new cars models were available with new physics as well.  
Like the ’Gamespy’ enabled online play, this helped promote the life of the game.  Like GPL, 
this game did not have much in the way of commercial success although it was clearly known 
as the best rally simulation on PC—whether it’s the best game depends on what you’re after.  
Bugbear made a name for themselves within the industry at least, which, if nothing else, as-
sured them of good marketing for their next game.   As you can see opposite, PC games had 
finished with the ‘big box’ era and now came in DVD size boxes, whilst still being delivered 
on the then ten year old CD-ROM format. 
    
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    And today, if classic car racing is your bag, it’s likely that the PC Game GT Legends will be right up your street (see elsewhere).  But if  
PC’s leave you cold, you could take a Dodge Charger, Plymouth Hemi-cuda or a Ford Mustang for a spin inside Gran Turismo 2 for track rac-
ing or Test Drive for street racing.  Both offer a good interpretation of the American muscle cars.  On the other hand if you want realism —try 
GT3 and the Shelby Cobra 427 around Seattle —turn off traction & stability, make it soggy and up the power! 

Bugbear Entertainment Ltd. is a software development company located in Finland, developing for 
PC and next generation game consoles. The company was founded in March, 2000 and started with 
15 staff.  Using their own graphics and physics engines, they feel realism which captures the player in 
every way is the key to success. Their mission statement is to produce new, innovative racing games 
of the highest quality.Sadly they didn’t return to Rallying and currently produce their flatout game.  
They describe it as “high-octane, merciless racing game where ruthless drivers wreck their cheap 
banged-up cars and demolish the abandoned racing tracks while battling it out for the victory and 
prize money!”  YOU KNOW! The one where a body comes hurling out of the windscreen! 


